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Tile Ulliversity of Coltlomio at

HASTINGS
LAW NEWS
Sp'ecial Issue:

Symposium on Grading
This symnosium is intended to
terms of the Hastings grading
reaction of students, faculty
in the form of Letters to the
delivered to the PASTINGS LAW
55 Hyde Street.

generate thinking in
system. We invite
and administration
Editor, which may be
NEVIS box, 2nd floor,

Analysis of the
Grading System
by
hob Lawlor
It is always beneficial to analyze the institutions
in which VIe live. To reevaluate the reasons for the
existence of an institution is to see if that institution is meeting the needs of the ｣ｨ｡ｮ･ｩｾ＠
times.
The purnose of this symposium is to ｾ｡ｫ･＠
a look at
what kind of gradine system VIe have, what its eood and
ill effects are , and what alternatives there wight
be.
.
.
As semester finals anproach, students become ｾｮ｣ｲ･｡ｳｧＭ
ly aware of the effects of final's pressure. First
year students are only feeling part of the pressure
they will feel in ·!..ay when they have 23 units on the
line with approximately 15 hours to perform.

An existential method of evaluating a system or
institution is looking at the behavior of persons functioning within that system. In the Hastings grading
system: the pressure generated by the importance of
finals is most acute in the month before finals. During
that month , this writer observed more instances
. of
aberrant student behavior than at any other ｴｾ･Ｍ
from aggressiveness to just plain nervous ｴｷｾﾢｨｩｮｧＬ＠
from alcohol consumption to loss of sleep. }:oreover,
the number of students using the Hastings medical services is usually greater during the month before finals.
In reading the analyses of the various participants, you will find strong ｡ｲｧｵｭ･ｮｴｾ＠
for and against
our present system of grading: the ｾｬ＠
effects caused
by the nressure of a highly competitive numerical
grading system versus the fact that law school finals
motivate neople to study as never before--grades as
an imperfect method of evaluatine performance versus
the lack of any viable alternatives--the needs of the
law firms to distinGuish the academic standing of the
anplicants versus the need of society to be protected
from incompetent lawyers.
These pro-con dichotomies lead this writer to a
belief in the need for a system that can maintain a high
level of motivation but which will lessen the intensity
of the pressure. One system that would accomplish this
is a grades/non-pass system.
cont'd on p. 5

Dean William Riegger
Responds to Questions
on Grading
The following is Dean PiegfYer' s response to
a number of nuestions concerning gradjnr, nosed to
1-}im recently.
"In general what effects does the grading
sYstem ｾ｡ｶ･＠
on the sturlent? In terms of motivation
and pressure? \Vhat effect on teachers?"

The student panelists and t he faculty nanelists
\·.'Ould be best able to ansVier this question. Under
the numerical system, many students are motivated
to do well because of the method of selection for
Law J ournal ｾ＠ Order of the Coif, Thurston Society.
While alternate methods might be feasible for Law
Journal selectipn, Order'of the Coif is a national
organization, and We have no control over their
method of selection. Host students are ;aware when
they enter law school that emvloyers are interested
in what courses the student has taken and v/hat
grades they have received in t hose courses, and are
interested in the anplicants ' overall scholastic
achievement. The usual suggested ｡ｬｴ･ｲｮｩｶｾｨ＠
is that if no one has a numeri ca l grade and no one
has class ranking, the prosnecti ve emnloyers could
not use this criteria in making the ir selecti,on.

'Professor Jerome Hall:

Professor Richard Powell:

ON THE GRADING SYSTEM
One needs to distinguish a long-range nreference and policy from a short-range one that is
affected by nractical considerations. Yy long-range
preference is for the complete elimination of comnulsory examinations and grades. The law school
should nrovide opportunities for study and learning
and it should be the function of the State Bar to
admit individuals to the nractice of law.
However, due to the traditional oneration of
law schools and the fact that they are exnected to
weed out imcomnetent nersons, certain nractices and
attitudes have grovm up that make my ｾｲ･ｦｮ｣＠
unfeasible at the present time. I would therefore
accept, as a short-ranr,e nolicy, a system of grades
that includes honors (e.g. 82 and ｡ｾｯｶ･Ｉ＠
pass and
non-nass. I believe this would meet the ob,jection
that ' employers "rant to kno", the academic standing of
applicants, and it would meet the needs of the taw
Review. If more students made honors than could be
accented by the Law Review, it could ado-pt additional
requirements.
While there may be some incor.rpatibility between
the tvlO policies discussed above, I believe this
would dissolve in the passage of time. For example,
if it appeared that other values than those associated with competitive gradinG turned out to be more
ｩｭｰｯｲｴｾＬ＠
the short-range policy could serve as a
bridge between our present highly competitive systE'.JTI
and the ｬｯｮｧＭｲｾ･＠
preferred system--if it demonstrated that the value and gratifications in a less
comnetitive system more than compensated for the
benefits of distinguishing oneself in terms of numerical grades on written examinations.
I have suggested an initial short-range policy
because, first, it would have a better chance of
ｾ｣･ｮｴＺｭ＠
th'll a. system that immed:i ately eliminA.ted
(;rade s :md examinations. .Second, t!1e broader cater::;ories of grades in the ｾｨｯｲｴＭ｡ｮｧ･＠
policy would
lessen the intensity of the comT1eti, Hon or t1e nresent
.-;ystem. Third, it {'/ould stimulate in<1uir;T into
tynes of legal talent ｯｴｾ･ｲ＠
thru1 nerformance in
wri tine exa:ninations.
Emphasis on grading can stimulate fallacious
values. Because of the pressure of the present system, students think more- about examinations and
grades than they do about knov/ledge of la1\' and the
re quireme:1ts of leadership at the Bar. T!1.c attitude,
"I didn't attend classes but got a higher grade than
ma.'1y who did," does not reflect an interest in an
en,joyable learning process and in developing one's
potentiali ties.
cont'd on p. 7
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In considering the problems of grading faced in
Hastings College of the Lav;, it would be wise to consider three topics:
1. '.'!hat does the presently operating system accomplish that is on the credit side of the ledger?

2. What does the presently operating system involve vrhich is not desirable from the standpoint of
the student, the school, or future employers of our
graduates?

3. What alternative or possible system of grading
(or no grading at all) would better serve all concerned?
In my view, the presently operating system of
numerical grading has many merits. It unquestionably
increases the student's efforts to grasp and comprehend
the subject matter of the course. Some say it causes
a student to concentrate on passing an exam rather
than on learning. There is some truth in this, but
not too much. If the teacher is worthy of his job,
he will strive to construct the exam not to test the pecularities of his thinking but rather to test the degree
of learning the student has acquired. As long as both
students and teachers are human, there will be exceptions to these generalities, but in my view these
exceptions are minimal and more than offset by the
usual increased tempo of student work.
It is said that "students are adults," and external
stimuli to learning are unnecessary. This argument
leaves me wholly cold! Infants; adolescents, and adults
have one common characteristic--they are inherently
lazy'! I am, and I believe that a very high percentage
of the over 8,000 law students I have faced in th: ｾ｡ｳｴ＠
fifty years are similarly less inclined to work ､ｾｬﾭ
gently when they feel no ｰｲ･ｳｵｬｾ＠
than when they feel
the necessity of demonstrating how good they really are.
A further asset of the numerical grading system
has been demonstrated here at Hastings as well as e'l sewhere in the United States. Law offices choosing new
employees want to get the best help they can for the
money they nay out. When the applicants present a
100% nass ｾ｣ｯｲ､＠
in a general pass-fail method of
ｧｲ｡､ｩｾＬ＠
the prospective employer gets no ｨ･ｾｰ＠
from
the law school in differentiating the ｰｯｴ･ｮｾ｡ｬｹ＠
brilliant from the ｳｴ･｡ｾｹ＠
competent middle-of-the-roader
or from those vlho "got by" by the skin of their teeth.
Tne few Hastings students who early elected to have
were at ｾ＠ great.
a nass-fail grading found that ｴｨ･ｾＬ＠
disadvantage when they sought ,jobs. Some, ､ｾｳ｣ｯｶ･ｲｮｧ＠
tlds in seeking jobs between the second and third years,
con t 'd ('I n p. 7

Hastings Doctors
on the Pressures of Exam -Taking
Ronald F. Johnson MD
Hastings Health Service Psychiatrist

Dan J. Tennenhouse, ',II)
JD, Hastings 1972
Fastings Health Service

I have had the opportunity over the past year and
a half, as psychiatrist in the Hastings Student Health
Service, to talk with many of the HastinGs law students.
Since my interests have been in students who are considering problems of career choice, career change and
dropping out, the students' responses to examinations
does come up frequently in this context. Although I
may not see a representative sample of the student
body, I feel that examinations represent but one example of "performance-under-stress" which any skilled
professional regularly experiences in the exercise
of his skill. As such, I see exam-taking more as
a part of the organizing experience of education.
Each person responds psychologically to stress in
his own quite unique way, and I work on the assumption
that understanding and managing one's own response
to professional stresses is educationally more
adaptive than temporary, and perhaps artificial,
removal of the stresses.

Psychophysiologic reaction means physical change
resul ting from a purely mental condition. The mental
condition in turn may arise from emotional stress.
For example, a law student faced with a difficult
examination may feel the emotion of fear which gives
rise to the mental condition of anxiety. The anxiety
may, by some unknown mechanism, produce a tendency for
certain muscles to go into spasm. If the muscles of
the scalp go into spasm, pain results and the student
experiences a headache. The pain is real, yet the
etiology (cause) is entirely nonphysical.
Perhaps a more familiar example from torts is
that of thw sweet innocent pregnant housewife who is
so badgered, bullied and threatened by the evil
malacious collection agency that she has the traditional miscarriage. Which tort? Of course, intentional
infliction of mental distress. The damages are-based
upon a psychophysiologic reaction to the stress.

ｾＧｈｉｓ＠

!i'\STINGS LA-I

I suppose there are two basic categories of law
students: those driven by some "irresistible force"
such as a need for identity through academic success or
a fear of failure, and those who don't really care
and want merely to get through. The latter are not
sufficiently affected by grades or any other stress
phenomena of law school to suffer adverse reactions.
But some law students in the "irresistible force"
cateeory from school stress called a Psychophysiologic
P.eaction.

Associate Editors:
Christine Beck
Carole Brill
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Not all of the students in the "irresistible
force" category will be affected. Only those with
certain personality types making them susceptible
to psychophysiologic reactions and who have not
developed adequate adaptive mechanisms to stress are
likely to have problems.

Special Issue Editor:
Rob Lawlor
Contributors:
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,

What about grades? It seems that the majority
of students with personality types necessary for the
development of psychophysiologic reactions due to
school stress have a compulsive element in their
makeup which avoids the uncertainty of not knowing
precisely how well they fare academically with respect to their classmates. As a result, they tend
to elect a numerical grading system when offered a
choice.
This leaves only a small minority of students
who would be adversely affected by a numerical grading
system and who could expect somewhat greater symptomatology in their psychophysiologic reactions. It
is very difficult to say if the extent of the difference would be significant.
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As examination time is approaching, we wish
students to be a',vare of the College rule that all
students are to take their examinations at the
regularly scheduled time. The onlv exception to
this rule is where the student is ｾｹｳｩ｣｡ｬｙ＠
unable
to attend at the time of the examination because
of illness. This must be sunnorted by a statement
from our health service and/or the uersonal nhysiciano :10 deferred examination is to be arra.'lged
hetl' een the student and a facul tv meJTlber. In case
of anv comnellinp, reason, a request for a nremature
or delayed examination must be cleared through the
Office of the P$sociate Dean.
William J. Piegger
Associate Dean and P2gistrar

Page Three

Employers use grades !11:, a means of narrowing the
number of applicants. EVen though the ideal situation is
for every applicant to be interviewed and considered
realities dictate otherwise. Pecognition must also be
given to the fact that numerical four-tier grades arc
only an initial criterion for cOl1rJidering an apulicant
and not the final criterion. Surely, Wl employer would
be foolish not to review a resume beyond grade point
average.

Irp
/

ｾ＠

•

Grading and the
Law Journal
by
William Torngren
Editor-in-Chief
HASTINGS LAW JOURNAL

The realities of this narrowing process must be
considered in light of the motivation which it creates.
Each and every student at Hastings has the opoortunity
to learn the same amount of law. Admission standards have
been raised to the extent that there are only slight differences between undergraduate achievement and legal
aptitute among students. Thus, the student can rightfully expect that his or her diligence and perseverance
'.'!ill be rewarded by higher grades and the concomitant employment opuortunities. This is a nrimary ｭｯｴｩｶ｡ｮｾ＠
factor and, in some instances, the only motivating factor
at Hastings .
Even though a numerical four-tier grading system
can serve to motivate a student, it can also be counterproductive. "Cut-throat" competition arises. The student feels a genuine pressure--not the pressure of failing,
but the pressure of not doing well enough. The examination situation becomes a cramming and memorization session,
not a learning experience. These are all attributes which
harm the reputation of Hastings, as well as being undesirable in the legal profession.
The countervailing considerations, however, do not
tip the scale toward the abolition of the present grading
system. Any replacement would necessitate that an employer find a new narrowing process. Some al ternat:lves
ｭｩｾｨｴ＠
be use of undergraduate grade noint averages, use
of LSAT scores, or submission of v!ri tinE.:; sam-ples. Pm'rever, a narrowinr, l)ased on such methods as writing samDles
merely shifts the comnetition and nressure out of t!1e
examination room. They are not eliminated.

The al ternati ves to numerical four-tier grades
to work against the law school's secondary purpose
01' providing a conduit to employment.
Pass-fail and
pass/non-pass also can work against the primary lJurpose
Any analysis of the Hastings grading system mus t
of preparing the student for the leg·al profession. II
take place in the context of the purposes of law school
corrunon argument is that pass-fail gl·ading alloVls the stuand how that grading system relates to those purnoses.
dent to concentra1.e in an area in vrhich he or she has a
The primary purpose of lavr school is to prepare the stugreat iuterest, while doing minimal work in other areas.
dent for the legal urofecsion. Hand in hand with this is The profession requires that the l.awyer represent his or
the school's uurpose of providing .a conduit to employment. her client zealously within the bounds of the law. This
In fulfilling its purpose to prepare the stUdent for the
does not mean that a client whose case is interesting
profession, Hastings presently offers courses ranging
should receive the maximum expenditure of the attorney's
from basis courses to clinics to courses which alert the
energies, wnile the client with the less interesting
stUdent to social problems which confront certain disadproblem receives enough expenditure of energy to yield
vantaged groups.
the minimal acceptable result. It is a grading system
vrhich distinguishes degrees of achievement that teaches
Beyond these course offerings, Hastings prepares
the discipline necessary to meet the attorney's ethical
the student for entrance into the profession in other
duty.
wa,ys. For examule, Has tings indirectly prepares the
student for the profession by teaching discipline through
Even though the foregoing reveals that numerical
the examination and classroom situations. Such disclpline grading can be counterproductive, the purposes of
is required in the legal profession because of the time
Pastings cannot be fulfilled without it. This is because
pressures ｡ｾｳ･ｲｴ､＠
by client needs and the Judicial sysHastings' size demands that employers develop an initial
tem. Additlonally, the examination and classroom situanarrowing tlrocess. Alternative narrowing urocesses may
tions necessitate the absorption of specified areas of
either put the applicant's ouuortunities beyond his or
the law within a relatively short period of time. This is her control or continue to be counterproductive. Finally,
a problem faced by the practioner, the .Judge, the legal
numerical four-tier grading is a motivating factor, hopescholar and the judicial clerk. Finally, it must be
fully providing some reward to perseverance and dedication
recognized that the profession and the fillglo-American
system of jurisprudence is based on advocacy. An integral
GRADING AS IT RELATES TO THE LAW JOURNAL
part of advocacy is competition based on personalities
ideas and language skills. These factors are present in
The law .journal requires hard-working, dedicate1
the classroom, examinations, the moot courtroom and the
participants. Selection for membership since the
law journal.
journal's inception has been on the basis of grades. Only
once has the entire membership been chosen by some other
The foregoing demonstrates the efficacy of the
means, Following the Cambodia invasion in the Spring of
examination and classroom system. These systems are
1070, finals were optional. By necessity the journal
necessary to the preparation of the student for entrance
used an alternative method of member selection. Probinto the legal profession. Therefore, the question belems, similar to examination questions, were distributed
comes whether there should be numerical four-tier grading
to the stUdent body. Interested students vrere to answer
or some other method of measuring the minimal level of
the problems within a specific page limitation. The
achievement essential to maintaining or advancing Hastings I answers were returned to the journal. Invitations to
status in the legal community. r'e asuring a minimal level
mef.'lbership were extended to students whose answers demonof achievement, i.e., paSS-fall or pass/non-pass, anpears
strated an ability to isolate issues and an ability to
to be a sufficient method of fulfilling the law school's
write well. The members selected from this writing comprimary purpose. However, when the primary purpose of
netition v,ere the contributors to Volume 22. Selection
ureuaring the stUdent for the profession is Juxtal?osed
on the basis of a writing competition did not diminish
with the secondary purpose of providing a conduit-to emthe Iluali ty of the .i ournal in any way.
nloyment, measuring the minimal level becomes inadequate.
It becomes evident that numerical four-tier grading is
con t'd on p. 6
necessary .
｡ｰｾｲ＠

. Page Four

As an employer, do you like the grading system
as a fonn of evaluation?
Yes, as one form of eValuation.
EolV much weight do grades have?
Grades and class standing may be the single most
indicia of intellectual capacity, but (as
mentloned above) there are numerous other factors which
are equally important to us in indicating whether to
offer employment to an applicant, 'lie would not attempt
to weigh the grade factor by percentage or other numerical
scale,
ｩｭｰｯｾｴ｡ｮ＠

"/hat about Law Review status?
This is one of the factors which we consider because it indicates intellectual ability and indust;y.
Publication of a Law Review article or a nosition on the
edi torial staff of a Law Review, however, - is not a mandatory requirement in our viewpoint.
What reaction to a student who has gotten
a grade or two below 70 or a C?

Hiring and the
Hastings Student

We would attach no imoortance to the fact that a
student had received a few ｳｵ｣ｾ＠
grades, if his or her
overall record and the other factors mentioned above
indicated to us that the applicant Vlould en.ioy success
with our firm.

by
Philip F. Spaulding
Hiring Committee
Pillsbury, ［ｾ｡､ｩｳｯｮ＠
& Sutro
ｾｭ｢･ｲＬ＠

Grading at Stanford

The follovling is an interview with !.!r. ｾｰ｡ｬ､ｩｮｧ＠
concerning grading and its relationship to law students
seeking employment.

by
James VcDennott

How many students ner year do you hire for fulltime employment?
The amount varies from year to year, based unon
our changing needs, but over the nast few years we have
averaeed about 13 new lawyers per year.
How many from Hastings?
We consider Hastings to be one of the best law
schools in the country and one of our best sources of nevr
associates. VIe have hired an average of two students
from Hastings each year for the past five years. There
are presently seventeen lawyers in the finn who are graduates of Hastings. This happens to represent ten per cent
of the total number of lawyers in the firm.
What arC' the basic qualifications? What part do
grades play in evaluating the student's chances
for employment? What other determinants affect
your decision?
Each new associate selected by the firm is employed
only if we believe he or she possesses the qualities of
intellect, character and temperament necessary to ensure
success in a ma,jor law fim. Grades in college and law
school as vrell as LSAT scores are the important indicia
of intellectual competence. Beyond this, however, \"C
ｾｬｳｯ＠
look for industry, initiative, leadershin, ｣ｯｾｮ＠
s<:!nse and l1ersonali ty. VIe hire each new associate \']i th
ｴｨｾ＠
full expectation that he or she 'vill remain \'lith us
and become a nartner of the fim.
Eo':: \"ould you ｣ｨｾ･＠
your ｡Ａｲｯ｣ｾ＠
that issued no grades or ranlcinp;?

to a law school

Some of the lavl schools from which we now hire
associates have grading systems that ｮ｡ｾ･＠
it difficult
to a:1alyze academic performance or class standing. '!Ie
still hire from these schools, but rely on more indirect
vlays to gauge intellectual ability, such as college record
participation on the Law Journal .or other publications,
LSAT score, and articulateness in the interview.
"'/oulu you end up hiring nore students from
schools on a Grading system?

Stanford Law School has two grading systems.
One system employs letter grades and their numerical
e1uivalents somewhat like the Hastings' system. The
other system is a credit/no credit/restricted credit
｡ｬＱｰｲｯ｣ｨＭ
Ｍ ｋＯｩｾＱｪ＼Ｇ＠
It operates on a simple basis,
credi t for satisfactory "lork; no credit for unsatisfactory ',':ork, with one exception: for purnoses of
graduation and continuing in school, there are limitation::; on the amount of marginally satisfactory r:ork
v:hich a student may comnile. darginally satisfactory
v'ork is evidenced in the credit/no credit system by
the letters RK (or restricted credit) and in the
graded system by a grade of 0.9 of better, but less
than 1. 7.
Students may take any or all courses on either
system. pny student in any cours,e shall be graded
in ｴｾ･＠
course under the letter grade/numerical equivalent system unless on or ｢ｾｦｯｲ･＠
the last day when
courses may be dropped in that term he gives notice
of his choice to be graded therein under the credit/
no credit system.
'allen the dual grading system was adopted by
the faculty in June, 1969, the faculty noted the
system's experimental character in a resolution which
read in part as follows:
"The faculty hereby formally expresses its
gratitude to the many students of the Law School who
constructively contributed their ideas, time and work
cooperatively to develon an improved system of grading and evaluation.
"Until nroven, any maj or innovation bears with
1t reservation about its workability, and the new
ｾｲ｡､ｩｮｧ＠
system hereby adouted is no exceution. ｾｴ＠
the intensity of student interest in the matter is
evident, faculty and students ｡ｬｩｽｾ･＠
recopnize that
any grading system is imnerfect, this is an era of
exnerimentation in grading systems as in other matters
of university life and exnerience cannot be gained
unless exneriment is undertaken. In this spirit the
faculty has moved ahead with this revision of the
I"chool's system of grading and evaluation."

Not necessarily.
ｏｾ･＠

Five

cont'd from p. 1

·

Questions on Grades ,
I

Ｂ｜ｾ｡ｴ＠

effect does t1-)e Bar examination have
on the ｧｲ｡､ｩｮｾ＠
system? noes t1-)p. Rar exam lessen
ｴｨｾ＠
necessity of ｾｲ｡ｩｮＬ＠
or ｾｩｶ･ｮ＠
that ｳｴｵｲｬ･ｮｾ＠
ｾｩｴｨ＠
hetter grade points do considerablv better on t1-)e
Rar exam statistically, is ｴｨｩｾ＠
a noint in favor of
t",e ｮｲ･ｾｴ＠
ｾｲ｡､ｩｮｧ＠
ｾｹｳｴ･ｭ＿Ｂ＠

I know of no direct effect that the Bar exam
would have on the Grading system. You are accurate
in your evaluation that students with better grades
do better on the Bar exam. For many years, all Ray
Area law schools have broken down the Bar exam results
by quartiles. The top quartile of the graduating
class generally speaking all pass the examination. In
the second quartile there will be from 90 to 100 percent successful. In the third quartile they will run
from 65 percent or better. In the fourth quartile
they can run as low as 35 percent. The issue this
raises -- doe3 this favor the present gradinr,
system--relates back to v/hether a numerical grading
system motivates the student or not.
"Is the grading system fair to Special Admission
and LEOP students who face relatively tough competition from students who are used to doing well in an
exam situation?"

It would be incorrect and unfair to generalize
in relation to this question. ft good percentage of
the Special Admission students have comneted successfully under the numerical grading system. The Special
Admission students Clm and should succeed on the same
basis ｾｳ＠ other students.
Additional comments:
One further complication that has arisen in
increasing numbers in recent years is the trend
toward specialization, and therefore an increasing
number of Hastings graduates are anplyine for
graduate work in law. To date, these graduate schools
are insisting upon a numerical evaluation of the
student's work. Again, see the remarks relative to
prospective employers. If all schools abolished any
numerical system, then graduate schools would have
to use other criteria for selection.
A few undergraduate colleges have gone to
the pass/fail system or the system of allowing a
student to drop any course below C or pass from their
record by losing their units. At a recent meeting
of all law school Admission Deans, a large number
of the good schools stated that when they received
such an undergraduate record, they had a tendency
not to accept that applicant. "For that reason, many
of those undergraduate colleges and universities are
now supplyinp, "shadow grades" for their graduates
applying to law school. A "shadow grade" is accomplished by having the faculty member review the
student's vlork in his or her course and then suuplying a numertcal grade. I have had many Deans of
Admission state to me that a system where the student has the oution of dropping a bad grade so distorts that applicant's transcript that they give
little reliance to the GOP' and stress the LSAT. J
fear a pass/fail system or optional system might
have the effect of causing admission committes to
base their evaluation solely upon the ｨｾｷ＠
School
Admission test.

cont'd from p. 1

Analyzing Grades

ｐｾ･＠

The "grades" would provide the incentive and
motivation to study, while the "non-pass" would lessen
the intensity of final's pressure by eliminating the
possibility of flunking out. Under a non-nass system,
a ｳｴｾ､･ｮ＠
who received below a 62, for example, would
recelve no credit for the course, but the low mark
would not be computed into the cumUlative grade point.
Students who "non-nassed" certain courses would be
given one extra semester in which to comnlete the requisite number of units for graduation. Ir" a student
wi thin two years "non-nassed" more units than he could
comnlete in his semester of grRce, only then v:ould he
in effect flunk out.

Six

:

AlthouJ;h the need for some tync of J;radinf; (the
r
more gradations in R system, the more comnetitive it
r
will be) becomes apparent i f one consi ders the y>racti cal
exigencies, this writer sees Ii t tle need for flunidnp,
out anyone. Let the Bar Exam:!.ners do the weed:!.ne. further, tlle nresent hie;h entrunce requircMCntn Cit Fantin,;s
leflsens the need for any weeding out. Finally, the
underlyinG reason for last :rear's student strike was
thrrt people 'I:ho put in TlUCh time and exnense "lere b(}inG
flunked out. Thes8 particular students were [",TJecial
ａ､ｊｾｩＳｳｯＱ＠
and LEOP students who had the task of cumpetl:le
with students used to <.Ioing well in exam Situations.
Certainly the inequity of this oi tuatioIL v/0uld be
lessened by a no.1-paGS systeM of gradinG in Which,
instead of being flunked out, students would be permi ｴｾ＠
ted more time to learn the techniques of studying law
and to imnrove their exam ｾｔｩｴｮｧ＠
style.
,
cont' d fro:n p. 4
ｾＭＮ＠

Law Journal
Despite the success of the writing competition, the
.journal h'a s returned to a grade-based selection procedure.
This return is due primarily to the ease with which
grade-based selection can be administered. The current
editorial board, however, realized that simplicity of
administration should not be the sole criterion in choosing a selection procedure. Therefore, f6llowinf, ｴｾ･＠
Snring of 1972, ｾ＠ summer candidacy program was implemented
Experience to date indicates that the successful candidates exhibit writing and analytical skills equal to those
of the grade-based members. ｦｴｾｳｯＬ＠
as a group, the successful candidates are highly motivated journal members.
The results of the summer candidacy program and the
nroduct developed in Volume 22 demonstrate that erades
are not necessarily the best indication of writing and
analytical skills.
In addition to these experiences with nongrade
based selection procedures, the joumal has experienced
some of the inequities of the present grading system.
Statistically, when a certain number of students are selected on the basis of grades, there should be near
equali ty of representation from each first-year sectio!).
ｾｬｵｳ＠
statistical conclusion has not proved out over the
last two years. Last year, two of the four sections
provided tVIO-thirds of the journal membership. This wear,
four of five sections provided all journal members except
one. These statistics necessitate a re-examination of
journal selection procedures (underway at this time) and
a re-examinatIon of the grading system. The grading
system affects the journal in still another way. Because
of grades, some students are unwilling to make the time
and class sacrifice which accompanies journal membership.
F.ach member normally spends 400 to 500 hours writing,
cite-checking and researching. The result of this expenditure of time is normally a one to two point drop
in overall grade point average for a year of participation
IVhen the member if unwilling to make this sacrifice,
the journal suffers. Therefore, even though grades nrovide an easy method of selection, they are certainly not
the nanacea and, in some instances, work against the
j oumal 's goal of publishing a quality law review.
GRADES--A' PROPOSAL
The present grading system has its pitfalls. It
creates pressure on the student and produces "cut-throat"
competi tion. Grades are not alv/ays standard as demonstrated by the journal's experience in the last two years.
Grades can be counterproductive. Despite these failings,
the present grading system does motivate the student
and provides an employer with some indicium of an applicant's capabilities and perseverance. For these reasons,
any proposal regarding grades must lead to removing
inequities from the present system.
The greatest inequity lies in the varying ･ｾ｣ｴ｡ﾭ
tions of different professors. If standard examinations
vrere prepared by U,e -professors teaching a course--e. g. ,
Consti tutional LaVl--and those examinations \'lere graded
by the professors in a pool similar to the grading of the
bar examination, there would be some standardization of
grades. Even though such a procedure would require
the expenditure of more professor time, it would be beneficial to Hactings. Some professors would have to come
un to the more exacting standards of other professors.
This would necessarily affect the level of professor and
student urenaration. There would undoubtedly be an overall improvement in the quality of the Hastings education.
This auvance in quality would be beneficial to the school,
the student and the profession.

cont'd from D. 2

ｾＲＮＡＬ＠

ｾｯｮｩｇｲ｡､ｧ＠

Questions are asked about the need for any weeding
out of students from_ a group so carefully selected for
admission. Our student body is at an age characterized
by special trials. Some have breaks in health. Some
experience Grave emotional upsets, both prior to and
during the early years of marriage. In some familites
the conflicting pulls of one partner being a law
student, the other partner being a \'iage earner and
.
'
ｾｮ･＠
.or more chlldren
voicing their justified claims
1S Just too much. Some persons ｨｩｧｾｬｹ＠
promising at
admission, falter under the strains endured. Tr the
r;ro':rth of trees and nlants, DruninG is essential. 20
dllr'_nf; the three years of law school a device for
weeding (")lit i ｾ＠ vi tal to the contin'.led urogress of
th: rest. P.i6h admission standards minimize this
ｰ｡ｬｾｦｵ＠
process but cannot wholly eliminate it .

discriminating system
To ｾｴｯ＠
be put back on a more
of Hastings finds ｨｩｭ［･ｬｴｾ＠
a ･ｶｲＮｾｴｮ｡＠
graduate
graduates of some other ｓｃｨｏｯｾｭｰ･＠
t:on In th the
lower in reputation, the Hasti' even 1f ｴｨ｡ｾ＠
school is
record will be at a disadv t ngs ｾｴｵ､･ｮ＠
W1 th a pass
an age w1th respect t
ｧｲｾ､ｵ｡ｴ･ｳ＠
with a grade denoting high tt .
o.
scnool.
"
a a1nment 1n law
Thus, as I see it, the numerical grading system
helps the student learn more law, furnishes a desired
help to employers and thereby increases the chances
of graduates to secure employment, causes only a
burden to professors, and helps enhance the reputation
of Hastings as an efficient school for the training of
future members of the profession.
To a considerable degree, the four-step system
of grading serves the same general ends. It is true,
however, that it introduces a new set of terms which
might turn-off some potential employers in itself.
It is of course true that some law school courses
defy numerical grading. In Trial Practice this seems
to be true. Doubtless, it is also true of a few other
courses. Students, however, need to be on their guard.
Seome instructors, both young and old, may prefer the
easier job of grading their students on a nass-fail
basis. The students must nrotect themselves against
such an effort.
It has been suggested that a pass-fail system would
be improved by denying all credit for failed courses,
so that the failing student would be required to make
up these lost points by other courses. This would be
an iIllprovement in a. pure pass-fail system. It is
an improvement also possible under the numerical
grading system. Personally, I would favor adopting
this rule as to all grades below a fixed minimum, which
might perhaps be 62.
It has been said that some instructors grade
"mercifully," while some grade more strictly. This is
undeniably true, and it's going to continue to be true
as long as law teachers are human beings. The often
overlooked mitigating factor is that in any school
with 20 to 50 'teachers and each student taking 20 to 30
courses, thesa differences in grading methods will
average out. Students have a fair knowledge as to the
idiosyncrasies of individual teachers. If a student
registers fot some "easy markers," he has a duty to
himself to register also for an equal num'Qer of "hard
markers." tn this vray the average of the marks received
will fairly represent the student's work. No one should
ask mo re than that.
On the question of the fairness of applying identical requirements to the underprivilege d uersons as to
the other students, there are conflicting considerations. Our society needs more lav;yers who are Black,
vrho have backgrounds in Spanish culture, and who have
Oriental backgrounds. But it is no kindness to anyone
to graduate incompetent ｬ｡ｷｹ･ｲｾＮ＠
An incompetent is sure
to have a life filled with frustrations on a personal
level and would certainly constitute a menace to
those who become his clients. This means that by the
time of graduation every law student must have at least
the minimum equipment likely to make possible a useful
life and a real service to his clients. At the end
of the first year and perhaps also at the end of the
second year, some consideration should be given to the
handicaps which have had to be overcome. Spreading
the training over four, rather than three, years may
well be found necessary. To whatever extent any
person on admission to law school is tryly underprivileged, whether he is '\'hite, Black, Chicano or Oriental,
he has a longer and harder road to travel to competence
as a lawyer than do others. Whatever relaxation of
standards is made on admissions must gradually disappear as the student passes from year to year to his
time of graduation.

No student likes the pressure iM.nli.cit in the final
exams. ilo person likes the pressures which he is bound
to encounter in life. ｪｾｏ＠
lawyer enjoys the -pressures
unavailable in an adversary profession. Pressure in
law school is only one part of the preparation to be
an effective lawyer.

｣ｯｮｴＧｾ＠

from D. 2

Hall on Grading
But one shouldn't shut one's eyes to the hard
facts. The Bar Exalliners expect law schools to ｜ｾＧ･､＠
out incompetents. Legal firms want to l':l1oW where
students stand academically. Written examinations
are inadequate methods of evaluation, but what other
practical methods of evaluation student performance
ｾｲ･＠
there? This is not a rhetorical question; it is
lntended to suggest the practical difficulties in the
Vlay of improvement. The above short-term policy regarding grades would be a beginning in that direction.

GET THE POI,NT!!

FLUSH OUT THE ,FACTS!!
There is a CompLete
Line 0/ Study Aids
AvaiLabLe from

Hastings
BOOKSTORE
DAILY -8:30-4:30

Bank Americarcl- Mastel' Charge
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'Josephson v. Dressler:
TKO in the First'

.,
BIIBIRITDR'S
,.

,..

. 9 JONES .ST.

.,

If you missed Josephson's B.R.C. lecture last
Tuesday at 11: 30 at Hustings, you missed more than .Just a
pep talk on the virtues of a Josephson bar review course.
The session ended with Mr. Josephson hitting Allen
Dressler across the face. Dressler, one of the Hastings
student representatives for B.A.R., had pressed
Josephson to comment on the extent to which Joshphson's
｣ｯｵｲｾ･＠
had V.A. approval. Josephson's resuonse was to run
up the aisle, ask Dressler if "he was calling him a liar,"
then end the conversation with one punch .
. Following the confrontation, Dressler spoke to Dean
Anderson about :tt' . Josephson's perfotmance. According to
Dressler, Anderson assured him that Josephson would no
longer be allowed to use school property to conduct his
business.
We at the Law News find l',.\r. Josephson's actions
inexcusable. As a guest of the school, Josephson was
obliged to act in a manner befitting his ｳｴ｡ｾｵＮ＠
Since
he intentionally chose to disregard this obligation, we
feel that the strongest possible sanctions should be
enforced aJainst Josephson and those he represents.
, L

Welcomes
Hastf....' Stu.....

DINNER

LUNCH
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GOOD LUCK
ON
EXAMS!

GET YOUR B.A.R. OUTLINES
. IN TIME FOR FINALS!
Sign up now for B.A. R. Review Course and
get your outlines in time to study for finals.
($100 deposit gets you your outlines)
Call any B. A. R. Student Rep
or go directly to 126 Hyde St., Room 101

We .got you this far . .. .

now we'll get you through the BAR!
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